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An overview of the AGM Pack
BY JULIO DA SILVA

The moment you become an
owner in a sectional title scheme,
you enter into a series of
interlocking relationships –
largely with people you don’t
even know – that will affect what
you can do with your property,
how you can use and enjoy your
home, and the demands that can
be made on your finances.
Buying into a complex usually
involves a trade-off between the
type of home we wish we could
have and what we can afford,
and where we want to live and
what is available on the market.
Similarly, in an ideal world, we
would buy only in a scheme that
was well run, financially sound
and had no major structural
defects or maintenance
problems. And we would buy
only once we had full knowledge
of what we were letting ourselves
in for.
Unfortunately, many prospective
purchasers have only the faintest
idea what sectional title
ownership involves, and the
restraints and obligations it
imposes. It is only after they
move in that they wish they had
conducted a thorough due
diligence of what they were
buying into.
In the coming months – each
legal entity at Oasis (as listed 1 to
6) will hold their Annual General
Meeting (“AGM”). The PRIMARY
REASON for the AGM is for the
members of each legal entity to
ratify the decisions made by their
representatives (Trustees/
Directors) for the past financial
year.
Oasis Luxury Retirement Resort
comprises of five bodies
corporate and one property
owners association:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Palm Springs & Palm Grove
Palm Royale
Palme d'Or
Palm Brook
Palme Vue
Oasis Resort Property Owners
Association (ORPOA) – of
which all bodies corporate
are members, including the
Oasis Care Centre.

Each body corporate must hold
an Annual General Meeting once
a year, including ORPOA. Your
democratic right to vote and take
decisions on the operation of the
body corporate/ORPOA can be
exercised at the AGM.
Should you wish to elect a proxy
to represent you at a body
corporate AGM, you need to be
aware of the restriction in that
any person may not hold more
than two proxies.
Each body corporate elects
Trustees to manage the interests
of their body corporate and a
Director is elected from the
Trustees committee to serve on
the Property Association
Committee, known as Oasis
Resort Property Owners
Association (ORPOA). This
committee manages the
common areas and facilities of
Oasis that are shared by all, such

as the gardens, clubhouse,
roadways, etc.
When you purchase a unit in a
sectional title scheme
(specifically in Oasis) you gain
four things:
1. The apartment (section) in
which you reside;
2. an undivided share in the
common property;
3. membership of the body
corporate; and
4. membership of ORPOA.
It can be overwhelming receiving
the notice convening the AGM,
with the various attachments
that together make up the “AGM
pack”.
Some of the points for
discussion, but not limited to,
consist of:
1. Agenda – listing the points for
discussion and approval by
the owners and/or their
proxies in attendance;
2. Any matters arising from the
previous AGM minutes;
3. Chairman/Trustees report for
the previous financial year;
4. Audited Financial Statements
for the previous financial year
– the discussion will revolve
around income received,
..........................continued on page 3
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The

CHAIRMAN'S
CHATTER
THE ENVIRONMENT
It seems that one of the most pressing issues
facing the planet at present is plastic waste. At
Oasis we do encourage residents to recycle as
much as possible. I am always faced with a
dilemma when I am about to bin a bottle or tin.
Do I waste water to rinse the item, as is
encouraged, using our precious water, or do I
place it in the recycling as is? I am sure you have
felt the same way.
It is imperative that we do as much as possible to
reduce the impact our trash has on the
environment. About two years ago my daughter,
living in Pecanwood Golf Estate, and on an internal
dam, noticed a white-faced whistling duck walking
and scraping its beak on the grass. On inspection
with her camera zoom, she noticed a plastic ring
around the duck’s neck leading into the mouth of
the duck. This made it impossible for the duck to
eat or drink. My daughter set up a trap and for
three days she kept watch, hoping that the duck
would enter the trap. On the fourth day, the duck,
miraculously, walked into the trap. She pulled the
cord off the trap and secured the duck. Thankfully,
she was able to remove the duck from the trap,
and with the help of her gardener, cut the plastic
ring off the duck. The duck was released and after
eating and resting for two days, it flew off. She
videoed most of her efforts and posted it online.
This story has been included in the April 2019
edition of National Geographic Kids and this entire
publication deals with animals endangered by
plastic. If you’re interested, the link to the duck
video is: http://bit.ly/2IEDj1N
The important lesson we need to learn from this is
that plastic rings used on pickle bottles and many
other food packaging, should be cut in half before
they are placed in the recycling.
The ORPOA board, under the watchful eye of Tom
Knight, are engaged in discussions with a specialist
service provider who will ensure that we recycle
the maximum amount of trash. They will provide
us with staff tasked with sorting any recyclables

for resale. We are hoping that any additional cost
will be offset by sales of the separated products.
SAFETY ISSUES
Several Saturdays back, Palme d’Or and Palm Brook
experienced the trauma of the fire alarm sounding
and the definite smell of smoke. After the second
alarm, we all proceeded to evacuate the building.
The drama was caused by a heating pad that had
been left in the microwave for 40 minutes instead
of four minutes.
Several issues were highlighted, and I feel that
these need to be addressed here. One, if you are
not capable of walking down the stairwell, please
remain on your floor in the stairwell closest to your
apartment door. Two, if you cannot stand for any
length of time, please ask your caregiver or another
resident to assist you in bringing a light chair to
place near the phone in the stairwell. (For Palme
d’Or, the Trustees will start the process of providing
seating in the stairwells). Third, please familiarize
yourself with the telephones provided in both
stairwells. The phones are in boxes that are hinged
on the right and once opened, reveal a red handset.
All that is required is for the handset to be lifted off
the cradle and you will be connected to the
concierge. In the case of an emergency please
inform the concierge of your floor level and
whether you are in stairwell A or B. The details are
fixed on the wall. You will be rescued from this
position.

Further, we ask that all able-bodied residents and
caregivers take a moment to ensure that you can
open the phone box, and then test the unit by
waiting for the concierge to answer. The phone
forms an integral part of the rescue plan and it is
imperative that we all understand how they
operate. Lastly, please take all emergency drills
seriously and participate in the training. I do know
several families leave the building so as not to
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expenditure authorised by the
Trustees, current bank
balances, etc.
5.The proposed budget for the
new financial year – compared
to previous years, anticipated
expenditure for the year in
question (and beyond);
6. Insurance for the building,
including the fixtures for each
apartment;
7. Determining the number of
Trustees, followed by election
– the nomination must be in
writing and the person
nominated must consent to
their nomination. The signed
nomination form must be
received by the body
corporates’ representatives

(which is stipulated on the
form) 48 hours prior to the
meeting; and lastly;
8.Deal with any new or further
business.
Each owner/proxy has an
important role to play at each
AGM by being prepared, thus
ensuring that an amicable
meeting is held for all – the key is
PREPARATION. Many owners, in
general, see the opportunity of
attending an AGM to discuss
their personal business much to
the annoyance of others in
attendance. Items that can be
raised/discussed should be to
the benefit of all – thus any item
you wish to discuss that does not

CHAIRMAN'S CHATTER - CONTINUED

fall within the ambit of any listed
agenda point, must be submitted
in writing 48 hours (or sooner)
prior to the meeting in order that
the Chairman/Trustees may have
the opportunity to investigate
and report back at the said
meeting.

JULY HEALTH TALK

have to deal with the inconvenience of walking
down several flights of stairs.
Note that the phones in the older building are
different to the new blocks but it is still worthwhile
to make sure you know how they function.
UPDATES
We are very excited that our new Facility Manager
will be starting on 01 August 2019 and we are still
in the process of appointing a contractor for the
upgrade to the offices.
The perimeter cameras are operational, and we
have decided to link to the CCPOA SOC (Security
Operational Centre). We are waiting for the
required software and service provider to
complete this link. Unfortunately, nothing
happens instantly, as care must be taken to
ensure that we are acting in the best interest of all
at Oasis.
Continue to enjoy all our amazing facilities, the
food at the restaurant, all the various events, and
the company of your fellow residents.

Ron O'Brien

PHYSIO TREATMENT
FOR CHEST INFECTIONS
Presented by:
Kerry, Gershwin and Brian of
Alison Thomson Physio Practice
FRIDAY 26 JULY 2019
11H00 AT OASIS CLUB
ALL WELCOME!

WILLIAM'S WORDS

William's Words
WATER WATER EVERYWHERE!
It has definitely been a cold winter so far and great
that we are seeing so much rain. The dams are rising,
which is always a blessing. Not so long ago, we were
stressing about water and how lack thereof would
impact on everything we do. People were queuing
and buying bakkie loads of water. Looking back, they
may feel like they had overcompensated, but that
happens when we are uncertain of our tomorrow.
Noting the current dam levels and with the
restrictions somewhat eased, it is nice to know that
we are okay for now. And, because we can breathe a
little easier, we have restored the tap at our car wash
bay for residents to fill buckets for washing their
vehicles.
OH, THAT POOL CONDENSER!
I hope that by the time you read this that the new
pool condenser would have been installed. Due to
reoccurring issues with the condenser, Tekniheat
opted to replace it under the guarantee phase but had
to build a new one. We appreciate that the heated
pool is used so often and enjoyed by all and that it
forms part of your daily exercise. We therefore
understand the frustration it causes when we have to
wait on repairs.
PARKING BAY RULES
Every apartment has specific parking bays allocated to
it and even though some bays appear not to be used,
they still belong to someone. Please ensure that you
and your visitors refrain from using bays belonging to
others, unless prior arranged and with consent. In
addition, the use of visitor bays are only for short
periods and not for permanent use.
WINDOW CLEANING CALENDAR
By the time you read this, the window cleaners would
have concluded the June month clean. We do four
cleans a year and residents can arrange private
cleans in-between the scheduled cleans. The next
scheduled clean will be during September month and
we will confirm dates closer to the time.
A LITTLE CHANGE OF ROLES
The General Manager, Mrs Karen Rae has been on
leave. Prior to her leaving, we decided to take Andre
Van Wyk off the Concierge roster so as to assist with
the training of the new and the older Concierge staff
members. The training involved covering the systems
we have in place and to evaluate their overall
performance in doing so. This hands-on approach
and assistance with the dailies are working well and
we hope that you also see the improvement.
Another small change is that our driver, Lucas, has

BY WILLIAM MCMURTRIE

enjoyed some leave as well and Shaheem ably stood
in for him. Thank you to all who stepped up.
THANK YOU'S ARE DUE
I mentioned this before but have to again express my
sincerest thanks to Mrs Debbie Adams, who has
further improved our water, sanitation and electricity
schedules, so that we now send out one page with all
the info, instead of two. The colour logos have been
removed and the headings simplified. In so doing, we
are saving money on the printing costs. I want to
express my sincerest thanks to Mr Frank Kerbel and
Mrs Christine Newton who read the Palme d’Or water
meters for me every month.
As I said before, the most precious gift we can give
someone is of our time. There are many others that
give of their time and please know that it is
appreciated.
MOVIES AT OASIS AND THE HISTORY THEREOF
The showing of movies at the Oasis Club was initiated
by Mr Bernie Abel, a former resident of Palm Springs,
during the course of 2006/2007. The venue for movie
night used to be one of the lounges in the club and we
utilised the existing 95cm screen TV for this purpose.
Movies were rented from DVD outlets and residents
who attended, contributed R5 to cover the cost.
During the latter half of 2008, Mr Willie Willemse of
Palm Grove started assisting Mr Abel and continued
the service after Mr Abel “retired “. In the second half
of 2009, he was joined by Mrs Suzanne Krige of Palm
Springs. Their arrangement was to take care of
alternate movie nights, utilising DVD’s from their own
existing collections and henceforth terminating the R5
attendee contribution. Mrs Krige subsequently
offered to introduce and take care of an additional
weekly show on Tuesday evenings with the result that
she was then responsible for Tuesday and alternate
Sunday night movie shows, with Mr Willemse catering
for the remaining Sunday movies.
After completion of our new Function Room with the
huge widescreen and surround-sound facilities, the
quality and enjoyment of the regular weekly movies
have been considerably enhanced. Effort is made to
try and screen a variety of movie genres ranging from
popular to classic. We are pleased to note that
attendance is gradually increasing and heaters will be
functional during the winter months.
Mrs Krige and Mr Willemse have also expressed their
appreciation to their fellow residents who, from time
to time, offer DVD’s from their collections for
screening on movie nights.
Regards,
William

FROM THE MANAGER'S DESK

WHAT WE CAN ALL DO
PERSONALLY ABOUT THE
CLIMATE CRISIS
The climate news is dire. VICE news
website: ‘We have pushed the planet
too far past its limits.’ The United
Nations: ‘We are at a defining
moment.’ Barry Lopez, author of
Horizon: ‘We’re living in emergency
times.’
The oceans are warming and rising
as the Arctic, Antarctic and glaciers
melt. A million plant and animal
species are under threat of
extinction, including the insects that
pollinate crops and bees that make
honey. The Western Cape is
probably heading for more dry years
as the rain belts shift further north.
And, our dams are only half full.
Here is what we can all do in our
daily lives to contribute towards a
better prognosis for our region, our
world and future generations. For
many of us, frugal habits were part
of our young lives – so let’s start
again now!

USE LESS Water
Showering: Catch the initial cold
water run-off (up to four litres) in a
bucket and use it to help flush the
toilet. Keep showers short and
minimal – two minutes is ample. If
washing long hair, turn off the tap
while shampooing and
conditioning.
Teeth cleaning: Don’t run the tap
all the way through.
Toilets: No need to flush until
necessary – just close the lid - use
single-ply toilet paper after
urinating so several sessions won’t
clog the bowl.
Kitchen sink: Boil the kettle for hot
water. Use a Dishmatic soap wand
with a scouring sponge and a
handle fillable with dishwashing
soap which cleans well, even in cold
water. Wash hot pans as soon as
they’re emptied, which heats cold
water enough to clean them.
Electricity: Turn lights off in
unoccupied rooms. Put fridges and
freezers on the lowest settings. Don’t
run aircons or heaters unless

In our unequal world of too many have-nots,
including malnourished children and exhausted
single mothers living in deplorable shacks, we
need to live more simply. Consider releasing
excess and unused possessions into the
community, and funding early childhood
development initiatives that care for children
and contribute to growing literacy.

Written by an Oasis Resident

Karen Rae

P.S.

The photo is of
the woods near where
my mother lives.

essential. Wear adjustable layers of
clothing, warm socks and down
jackets. Invest in down duvets, hot
water bottles and bean bags heated
in the microwave. If load-shedding
threatens again, buy solar-powered
lanterns or Consol jars.
Meat: Over half the earth’s
agricultural land is used for meat
production – and cows and sheep
burp and let off gas of huge
quantities of methane. Cut down on
meat, cream and butter and eat
more vegetables, fruit, whole grains
and sustainable fish – preferably all
local. Be sceptical of ‘Organic’ labels
which add to costs, not necessarily
quality.
Transport: Walk, use buses and cut
down on air travel. When visiting
family overseas, donate to a tree
charity to offset your fuel usage.
Shopping: Cloth bags can be used
and re-used for months.
AND RECYCLE! Glass bottles,
cardboard, newspapers, magazines
and plastic – even flimsy plastics
like Gladwrap and beer can
wrapping are whisked away daily by
the efficient cleaning staff.
** NB - It would be good if Oasis
had a compost bin for vegetable
matter such as peels, over-ripe fruit,
dead greenery and cut grass.

POPCORN TIME

Popcorn
Time
Movies to share with friends

WRITTEN BY DUDLEY AND MELDA SCHROEDER - 603 PALM GROVE

During this month we saw two movies on the art circuit at Cinema Nouveau, Waterfront.

CAPERNAUM

122 minutes, released 7 June 2019
In one of the first scenes in this Oscar-nominated and multi-award winning
film, the camera flies above the slums of Beirut. There is no sight of the
Mediterranean Sea or the glamour of the so-called Paris of the Middle East.
You are seeing dilapidated buildings and children running and playing with
pieces of metal and with whatever else they can find on the street, not actual
toys. It is said that Capernaum in French literature usually signifies chaos and
disorder. In recent years, Lebanon has taken in more than one million refugees fleeing the war in neighbouring
Syria. The Director of the movie, Nadine Labaki, says the sight of hundreds of children begging on the streets has
become the new normal. Her film tells the story of a young, streetwise Lebanese boy who sues his parents for
the “crime” of giving him life. We follow him as he journeys from a gutsy, streetwise child to a hardened twelveyear-old “adult”, fleeing his negligent parents and surviving through his wits on the streets. Here he meets an
Ethiopian migrant worker, who provides him with shelter and food, as the boy takes care of her baby son in
return. The boy later gets jailed for committing a violent crime and finally seeks justice in a courtroom. This film,
depicting the chaos of Lebanon from a homeless child’s perspective, is in Arabic and Amharic with English
subtitles. Director, Nadine Labaki, says she still remembers the night that she decided she had to do something.
“I was one day coming back from a party at one o’clock in the morning and I see a mother with her child begging.
He was almost, like two, and he was dozing off and he couldn’t sleep. And we were not giving him the right to
sleep. And it struck me: Everything that this kid is going to know for the next two, three years is this half-a-meter
sidewalk. It’s his only playground.” Labaki asks, “How do we allow for such injustices to happen to the most
fragile human beings in our society?” And so she began to work on this film with her husband and others. They
could not obtain initial funding, so the couple even mortgaged their home to bring this story to the screen. She
always wanted to tell this story from a child’s point of view. She interviewed hundreds of kids on the street. “I
used to make it a point at the end of the conversation to ask them: Are you happy to be alive? And most of the
time the answer was no. They just see themselves as insects, as parasites …” The cast in this drama include Zain
Al Rafeea, Yordanos Shiferaw, Boluwatife Treasure Bankole, Kawsar Al Haddad and Fadi Yousef.

let's play sudoku

It's easy to play Sudoku. Simply fill every column, row and
3x3 box so they contain every number between 1 and 9.

TULIPANI
92 minutes, released 31 May 2019
This film, directed by Mike van Diem, can also
be seen at the Labia Theatre and the original
title is Tulipani: Liefde, eer en een fiets. The
cast includes Koenia Solo, Giancarlo Giannini,
Gijs Naber, Donatella Finocchiaro, Lidia
Vitale, Georgio Pasotti, Anneke Sluiters and
Michele Venitucci. A romantic Dutch farmer
named Gauke loses his farm to floods in
1953 and is determined to never ever have wet socks again.
He cycles to the sizzling hot south of Italy to start a new life
and ends up on the outskirts of a small village in Puglia. Here
he builds a booming tulip business. Due to his miraculous
tulip trade, his love life and his turbulent scuffles with the
dubious local business practices, he becomes a legend before
suddenly disappearing. Now, thirty years later, an Italian
police inspector attempts to unravel the story. With the help
of a young Canadian woman, he attempts to separate fact
from fiction. This film has several wins and nominations to its
credit and is in English, Dutch and Italian with English
subtitles.

NEWS FROM THE SALES OFFICE

News from the
Sales Office
WITH REGARDS FROM CINDY SHEARD,
LINDA BUTLER & LORENDA GERRYTS

We were privileged to attend the
Retirement Summit held at the
Century City Conference Centre at
the end of May. This conference
covered Digital Marketing
Strategies, Management of
Retirement Resorts and
Development of Retirement
Resorts. We were afforded the
opportunity to meet with delegates
from all over the country and to
compare, share, discuss and
ultimately try to improve the
facilities and services in the
Retirement Industry.
Areas covered included:
Some interesting stats, one
being that you are part of the 7%
of South African’s who can
afford to retire comfortably!
The importance of the services
and the lifestyle that the estate
provides.
Servicing a multi-generational
population - Baby Boomers
dominate our current resorts,
insisting on high standards and
if they do not find value they will
look elsewhere.
Developers will also have to
consider Generation X, as well as
the Millennials who will be
retiring in 20 to 30 years’ time.
What will their needs be when it
comes to retirement?
The importance of a good Body
Corporate structure with a
strong constitution and conduct
rules.
A well thought out levy structure
is crucial.
Village components and living
independently but with
structures in place for care and
relocating to a care facility.

From left to right, Linea Abdullatief (Rabie), Cindy Sheard (Oasis), John
Chapman (Rabie) and Alet Smit, Russell Masters and Francois Louw (all
from Louw Coetzee)

Younger generations are living
20 to 30 years longer than their
grandparents – so retirement
resorts will be in demand.
Skills banks - places where
retirees can find jobs or enlist
for voluntary work.
There was emphasis on the
importance of design, not only in
the home/apartment but also in
the social spaces of resorts.
There was also discussion about
e-commerce facilities, fitness
areas, etc.
There was an interesting panel
discussion comparing the value of a
Sectional Title purchase versus a
Life Right purchase when investing
in a retirement resort. Levy
structures, the benefits and
drawbacks of Body Corporates,
investment capital, profits on
investments and more were
discussed.
The Marketing Manager of The
Graduate School of Business gave
an interesting presentation on
"Knowing Your Brand" and making
sure that your "story" is part of the
brand. At Oasis we used the real
stories of real people to advertise
our resort going back a number of
years, so we were ahead of the
market in this regard.
More and more retirees are

becoming “tech savvy”. This allows
for increased online marketing in
the form of social media platforms
to attract buyers.
At the close of the conference, we
came away with a feeling of pride in
The Oasis Retirement Resort. Not
only because it is a brand that
people know and look up to, but
because while attending various
lectures and discussions, we were
reminded that Oasis had already
crossed many of the bridges being
discussed. Oasis is a true leader in
the Retirement Industry and is a
resort that we can all be
exceptionally proud of.
Our Oasis Sales Department has
held a de-briefing session where
we have discussed a number of the
issues covered in this article and we
will strive to utilise the knowledge
that we have gained to achieve
even more success with Oasis
Resales and Letting.
We have concluded the following
Resales over the past 3 weeks:
PB102, PB501 and PV1103.
This is a significant achievement
given how tough the property
market has been in recent months.
And our recent Letting successes
include: PB503, PD903 and a
reserve on PV1101.

THE CHEF'S CORNER

BY MARX MARAIS

The winter has now settled in
well. Chilly mornings and nights
are here. If it’s too cold to leave
the apartment, order the InRoom Dining deliveries. We
have daily specials, promotions
and frozen meals available. Just
call Restaurant@Clubhouse.
BASTILLE DAY
July is a celebration of our
French culinary history and
Bastille Day (known as La Fête
Nationale in French) is a French
holiday that commemorates the
storming of the Bastille, a
Parisian prison on 14 July 1789,
during the reign of King Louis
XVI. It is celebrated around the
world in French communities
and outposts. Before the
storming of the Bastille, France
had been under increasing
archaic rule through the old
monarchy. In the space of three
years, the French Revolution
transformed France into a land
of equality and democracy.

The Chef's
Corner
Two of the most essential
elements of French cuisine,
bread and salt, were at the heart
of the conflict; bread, in
particular, was tied up with the
national identity. "Bread was
considered a public service
necessary to keep the people
from rioting," Civitello writes.
"Bakers, therefore, were public
servants, so the police controlled
all aspects of bread production."
According to Larousse
Gastronomique the French
culinary encyclopedia, although
taverns, inns and cafés had
served food and drink to the
public for centuries, the first
restaurant as we know it was
opened in around 1765 in Paris
by a bouillon seller named
Boulanger. At the time, clear
soups such as those Boulanger
sold were considered restorative
hence the term "restaurant."
However, as the encyclopedia
explains, "the first Parisian
restaurant worthy of the name
was the one founded by
Beauvilliers in 1782 in the Rue
de Richelieu, called the Grande
Taverne de Londres. He
introduced the novelty of listing
the dishes available on a menu
and serving them at small
individual tables during fixed
hours." Following the revolution,
the abolition of the guild system
that controlled who could be a
butcher, baker or cheesemaker
and how they did their jobs
made it easier to open
restaurants. Also, since so many
aristocrats fled or were
executed, their former cooks

and servants had to find new
employment. Paris became the
center of the new restaurant
scene which to some degree it
remains today.
We will also be celebrating
14 July with French-inspired
dishes and days leading up to
14 July we will be serving
Chateaubriand - created by
Francois Auguste René Vicomte
de Chateaubriand who was a
French writer and politician. His
chef, Montmireil, created a
famous recipe consisting of a
centre cut from the beef
tenderloin, grilled and served
with béarnaise sauce
and chateau potatoes.
Montmireil named the dish
Chateaubriand.
CHOCOLATE DAY
July is also synonymous with
chocolate and the legacy of
chocolate companies. The 7th
July is World Chocolate Day,
since 2005, and we will also be
celebrating this day at the
Cafe@Clubhouse. Some other
facts are that on the same day in
1890 - Henri Nestle, who we all
recognise as a chocolate
manufacturing pioneer, passed.
Also in July but on the 8th in
1957 William Cadbury,
chocolatier, died at the age of
89, and left a legacy of world
renowned chocolates. The
movie 'Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory' opened in
theatres for the first time in July
as well.
And, who knew that chocolate
would inspire Percy Le Baron
Spencer, the man who

THE CHEF'S CORNER

developed the microwave oven
in 1945/46, after he noticed that
some chocolate in his pocket
had melted after being
accidentally exposed to radiation
from a magnetron tube he was
working on at the time.
LAMINGTON DAY
Keeping with the chocolate
theme for those who don’t
know, a lamington is a sweet
snack from Australia that is cakebased and generally eaten for
morning tea, afternoon tea, or
high tea. This delicious treat was
a kitchen mix-up that became
Australia’s most famous culinary
icon. At over a century old, this
treat was named after the
Governor of Queensland, Lord
Lamington. The story goes that
he was having his favourite
yellow sponge cake served for
his guests when the maidservant accidentally dropped the
cake into melted chocolate.
When his Lordship heard he was
the one who recommended
them to roll the squares in
coconut shavings to make them
less messy for guests to eat with
their tea. There is even an
Australian Lamington
Appreciation Society (ALAS)
which is committed to the
preservation of their world
famous Lamingtons. This
delicacy is celebrated annually

on Lamington Day in Australia.
It is also a favourite in South
Africa which is why we will also
be having Lamingtons on 21 July.
MIDWINTERS DAY
21 July is midwinters day, Yule
Day or winter solstice and we
will be having a Yule day lunch.
The pagan Scandinavian and
Germanic people of northern
Europe celebrated a twelve-day
"midwinter" holiday called Yule
(also called Jul, Julblot, jólablót,
midvinterblot or julofferfest).
Many modern Christmas
traditions such as the Christmas
tree, the Christmas wreath and
the Yule log are direct
descendants of Yule customs.
Scandinavians still call Christmas
"Jul". In English, the word "Yule"
is often used in combination
with the season "yuletide" and
the usage was first recorded in
900AC.
In 1863 Clement Clarke Moore
born on 15 July 1779, published
and released the classic poem,
"A Visit from St. Nicholas" (now
popularly known as "The Night
Before Christmas").
Thank you to all residents for
the positive response and
continuous support.
Wishing you all a warm and cosy
month and a joyous Yuletide.

A big “Thank You” once again to
all who continue growing our
library by donating books, DVD’s
and magazines of interest.
Most donations are made
anonymously, but always
appreciated.
Please further assist us by:
1. Entering books/DVD’s taken
out and recording the returns
by marking it off in the
register;
2. Leaving all returns on the
table in the front of the
library as you enter and don’t
return them to the shelves.
We will do so after checking
the register to ensure that
you have marked them as
returned;
3. Returning magazines after
reading them as they are
disappearing in en masse.
We appreciate your assistance.
Happy Reading and Viewing!
Suzanne and Dorothy

CENTURY CITY ON THE GROW

Century City on the grow
BY NATALIE DU PREEZ
RABIE PROPERTY GROUP

SABLE PARK WINS
AT SAPOA AWARDS
Rabie’s Sable Park took the win
at the South African Property
Owners’ Association (SAPOA)
Awards for Innovative Excellence
in the 2019 Office Developments,
Commercial category, which was
announced at this week’s SAPOA
Annual Convention held at the
CTICC. Rabie’s most recent
residential development, Axis,
was on the shortlist in the
Residential Category.
Founded in 1966, SAPOA is
considered South Africa’s most
respected institution in the South
African property industry and is
regarded as an influential voice,
and its Annual Awards are a
highlight of the industry’s
calendar.
Designed by dhk Architects and
constructed by WBHO, Sable Park
consists of two buildings – one of
8 300m² and another of 8 000m².
Set along Sable Road on the edge
of Century City, the spectacular
views and prime location were
big drawcards. Completed
towards the end of 2018 this

Sable Park offers spectacular views and a prime location along Sable Road.

5-star Green Star development
has attracted prime tenants.
Fully let. Discovery occupies the
larger of the two buildings with
MTN ICLEI, Byte Orbit, Sasfin and
TAL sharing the second.
“We are very humbled at being
recognised by the industry for
Sable Park in this very
competitive category” says Colin
Anderson, COO at Rabie Property
Group. “It’s a fundamental
principle at Rabie that we
develop more than just bricks
and mortar and we aim to drive
future focused innovation and
world-class design principles.
Top of mind is that we not only
uplift the neighbourhoods and
precincts we develop, but that we
act responsibly in terms of the
environment and provide unique

locations for businesses to thrive
in. Mixed used precincts are
amazing places to work and live
in, with Century City being one of
the leaders in providing a safe,
convenient environment where
you can find incredibly beautiful
homes and enjoy the benefit of
having your office, retail and
entertainment right on your
doorstep. We were very
honoured to win the SAPOA
Property Development Award in
2017 in the Mixed-Use
Development category for
Century City Square, which has
grown from strength to strength
since then with recent additions
of Sable Park, Axis and our new
P3 parkade.”
Century City Square houses
restaurants, deli’s, Century Hotel
and Century City Conference
Centre in a superbly designed
setting, creating convenience and
sophistication. The precinct
provides walkability, offering easy
access to the restaurants and
Virgin Active gym.
Building on the success of Sable
Park and its surrounding
commercial office buildings,
another prestigious commercial
building, Sable Corner, is
currently under construction.
With a gross lettable area
measuring approximately
7 000m2 of premium grade office
space, Sable Corner is set for
completion in the first half
of 2020.

CARE CENTRE AND PRIMARY HEALTH CARE CORNER

Let's clear the air(ways)
BY SR DENEIL LEHMANN

It is midwinter and one of the things to watch out
for in the cold weather is a chest infection i.e.
Pneumonia or Bronchitis.
PNEUMONIA
This is an infection that causes inflammation of
the air sacs of one or both of the lungs.
A variety of organisms including bacteria, viruses
and fungi can cause Pneumonia.
Pneumonia ranges in seriousness from mild to
life-threatening and it is important that people in
the following high-risk groups are seen by a
Doctor immediately:
Adults older than age 65, especially those with
heart failure or chronic lung problems
Children younger than age two with signs and
symptoms
People with underlying health conditions or
weakened immune systems
People receiving chemotherapy or taking
certain medication
SYMPTOMS OF PNEUMONIA
The signs and symptoms of Pneumonia vary
from mild to severe, depending on factors such
as the type of germ causing the infection, your
age and overall health. Mild signs and symptoms
are often similar to colds or flu, but they last
longer. These may include chest pain when you
breathe or cough, as well as confusion or
changes in mental awareness, and a cough that
produces phlegm.
Other indicators include:
Fatigue, sweating and shaking chills
Lower or higher than normal body
temperature
Shortness of breath

BRONCHITIS
Bronchitis is an inflammation of the lining of your
bronchial tubes. These tubes carry air to and from
your lungs. People who have bronchitis often cough
up thickened mucus, which can be discoloured.
Bronchitis may be Acute or Chronic.
SYMPTOMS OF BRONCHITIS
A cough
Production of mucus which can be clear white,
yellowish grey or green in colour
Fatigue
Shortness of breath
Slight fever and chills
Chest discomfort
If you have acute Bronchitis, you might develop cold
symptoms, such as a mild headache or body aches.
While these symptoms usually improve within about
a week, you may have a nagging cough that lingers.
Chronic Bronchitis is defined as a productive cough
that lasts at least three months, with recurring
bouts, occurring for at least two consecutive years.
Please be aware of all the signs and symptoms
and if in doubt contact the Primary Health Care
team or your Doctor!

IMPORTANT OASIS HEALTH CONTACT DETAILS AND INFORMATION
Primary Health Care is available
6.30am to 4.30 pm
PHC Clinic times 9.00 am to 11.00 am
Monday to Friday
After hours 4.30 pm to 6.30 am and
on weekends contact Care Centre
Cell Phone : 063 793 3273
ER24 telephone 084 124

Home Care 071 565 9767 or 021 007 3495
or Speed dial 5010
Clinic 021 250 0952 or Speed dial 5115
Care Centre 021 528 7301 or Speed dial
1008 or 1001
The Gatehouse Surgery 062 897 3310
Century City Response (in case of fire etc)
021 202 1000 or 021 552 0289

ENTERTAINMENT FOR ALL

Entertainment for All
BY FAYE SALOMON

The months go by so fast and it is
time yet again to plan for July.
OUR WONDERFUL SPEAKERS
We have had some excellent
speakers and this month we have
Tauriq Jenkins. He is an actor, a
poet, a champion chess player
and a Community Activist. He was
a founder of Shakespeare in
Prisons, South Africa, which
rehabilitates inmates through
drama projects and for which in
2013 he received an international
peace prize. He will be a very
enlightening speaker.
Our speaker in June was our
delightful own resident, Helene
Joffe. It was wonderful to see the
excellent turnout to listen to her
story as a survivor of the
Holocaust. She brought back to
us the trauma of a little girl of
eight being left alone to care for
her baby brother, while her elder
brothers were part of the
Resistance Movement in France.

JULY
OPEN DAY on the Second
Tuesday of the Month
Bookings for all outings 10 am
TUE 09 JULY| TAURIZ JENKINS
Shakespeare in Prisons
Rehabilitation through drama
and other community projects
TUE 16 JULY or TUE 3O JULY |
ANTON RUPERT ART GALLERY
Lunch at Pane e Vino Food &
Wine Bar in Stellenbosch
Meet at 10 am. Transport R30
TUE 23 JULY or THU 25 JULY |
AVONTUUR WINE ESTATE
Can watch the horses
Meet at 11.15 am
Transport R30

LOVELY EXCURSIONS
Someone asked me “How do we
find the places to visit?” It is not
difficult, as Cape Town is a joy.
Almost all our wine farms have
good restaurants and the
number available is endless. The
problem is choosing a special
venue each month. So, we
always welcome good reports of
those you have visited.
In June, we took the wonderful
drive over Sir Lowry’s Pass and
visited the Palmiet Storage Plant
(UNESCO site). They showed us
an excellent video of how they
use the pumped storage system
for the hydroelectricity plant for
electricity for South Africa. This
was a most interesting talk and
quite a highlight. We then
visited the plant and went on to
Peregrine Farm Stall for lunch.
I remember this Farm Stall from
years gone by, and I was
disappointed at how it had
changed. Albeit, we can’t stop
progress.
As I write, we will go on the tour
of the Chris Bernard exhibition
at the Heart of Cape Town
Museum. We have had good
support for this outing.
A special reduced entrance fee
has been arranged and it is R90
each to be paid at the door.

We will follow up with lunch at
the Wild Fig Restaurant. This is in
a lovely old Cape Dutch farm
building.
In July we have planned an outing
to Avontuur Wine Estate (above).
There are beautiful views and the
restaurant overlooks a large
horse paddock so you can watch
the horses. We have had good
reports on the food. I will report
back on all this next month.
We have also planned for a visit
to the Anton Rupert Art Museum
in Stellenbosch. This has some of
the finest paintings in South
Africa, set in a magnificent
gallery. We have wonderful
artists in South Africa, and it is
always a pleasure to view their
work. We will then have lunch at
the Pine e Vino, a small Italian
restaurant, which has been
recommended.
A special thanks to Ena who does
a magnificent job of contacting all
our passengers every month.
She is our main liaison and she
keeps in touch with everyone.
We have a good committee,
namely Marcia, Ena and myself,
Faye. We are looking for an
additional member, so please do
contact me should you wish to
join this wonderful team.

OASIS RAINFALL CORNER

Oasis Rainfall
Corner

READINGS ARE KINDLY SUPPLIED BY
TONY ROSS OF PALME D’OR 901

Unfortunately, El Nino (ENSO) is present
at the moment as the surface sea
temperatures in the eastern Pacific
Ocean are higher than normal. This
tends to lead to drier conditions in
Southern Africa. This effect, together
with May’s rainfall being below average
(which according to Peter Johnson’s
studies sets the tone for the next few
months) do not bode well for a wet rainy
season in the Western Cape.

*A WINTER FRIEND*

From Mrs Dawn Jager, a former Oasis resident.

AND THEN IT IS WINTER …
You know time has a way of moving
quickly and catching you unaware
of the passing years. It seems like
yesterday that I was young, just
married, and embarking on my
new life with my mate. Yet in a way,
it seems like eons ago, and I
wonder where all those years
went.
I know that I lived them all. I have
glimpses of how it was back then
and of all my hopes and dreams.
But, here it is ... the winter of my
life, and it catches me by surprise!
How did I get here so fast? Where
did the years go and where did my
youth go? I remember well seeing
older people through the years and
thinking that those "older people"
were years away from me and that
winter was so far off that I could
not fathom it or imagine fully what
it would be like.
But, here it is ... my friends are
retired and getting grey ... they
move slower and I see an older
person in myself now. Some are in
better and some worse shape than
me ... but, I see the great change –
and not like the ones that I
remember who were young and
vibrant.
But, like me, their age is beginning
to show and we are now those

older folks that we used to see and
never thought we would be.
Each day now, I find that just
getting a shower is a real target for
the day! And taking a nap is not a
treat anymore ... it's mandatory!
Because if I don't outside of my
own free will ... I just fall asleep
where I sit!
And so ... now I enter this new
season of my life unprepared for all
the aches and pains, and the loss
of strength and ability to go and do
things that I wish I had done but
never did!! But, at least I know
that though the winter has come,
and I'm not sure how long it will
last, that when it's over on this
earth ... it's over. A new adventure
will begin!
Yes, I have regrets. There are things
I wish I hadn't done ... things I
should have done, but indeed,
there are also many things I'm
happy to have done. It's all in a
lifetime.
So, if you're not in your winter yet
... let me remind you that it will be
here faster than you think. So,
whatever you would like to
accomplish in your life, please do it
quickly! Don't put things off too
long!! Life goes by quickly.
Do what you can TODAY, as you
can never be sure whether this is

your winter or not! There is no
promise that you will see all the
seasons of your life ... so, LIVE FOR
TODAY and say all the things that
you want your loved ones to
remember. And hope that they
appreciate and love you for all the
things that you have done for them
in all the years past!!
"Life" is a GIFT to you. The way you
live your life is your gift to those
who come after. Make it a fantastic
one! Because remember:
" It is Health that is real Wealth
and not pieces of gold and silver."
“ Your kids are becoming you …
but your grandchildren are
perfect!”
"Going out is good ... coming
home is even better!”
"You realize you're never going to
be really good at anything ...
especially golf.”
“You sleep better on a lounge
chair with the TV blaring than in
bed. It's called "pre-sleep."
"You miss the days when
everything worked with just an
"ON" and "OFF" switch.”
“What used to be freckles are now
liver spots.”
“But "Old" is good in some things Old Songs, Old movies ... and best
of all, our dear ... OLD FRIENDS!!”
Stay well, "OLD FRIEND!

OASIS PHOTO CORNER

ABOVE: The beautiful floral borders, exquisite gardens and majestic trees of Vergelegen
Wine Estate. From Mrs Simone Moss - 704 Palm Grove.
RIGHT: Handing over a 2nd
wheelchair in lieu of a present for Barry’s 80th. In Plett with Life President of WIZO.
From Sue Lipschitz - 401 Palme Vue.

ABOVE: Father's Day Band
LEFT: Residents enjoying the Wednesday
Evening Socials. Photos sent by Mrs Ingrid
Heigl - 103 Palme d'Or.
BELOW: The Oasis croquet team enjoyed
wonderful weather as they managed to play
two fun games with the extra balls and mallets
brought by the coaches. Photo sent by
Mrs Debby Myers - 901 Palm Grove.

ABOVE: Enjoying
lunch at Vergelegen
Wine Estate. Photos
by Mrs Hemkala Daya
- 1104 Palm Brook
RIGHT: Seen on a
walk to Canal Walk, a
magnificent display of
Aloe Arborescens.
From Mrs Liz Porter
- 110 Palm Springs

OASIS PHOTO
CORNER

LEFT: Kitchen staff, Kathy and
Arnold in training at Unilever
test kitchens in Epping.

CENTURY CITY EVENTS

Century City Events
CENTURY CITY WINTER
NIGHT MARKET
26 July at 4 pm
Cuddle up under the heaters in
one of our tented seating areas
and enjoy the live music, good
food and cozy ambience.

upcoming century city events

CENTURY CITY WOMEN'S DAY
WITH ANGEL CAMPEY
04 August at 12.30 pm
A firm favourite on the Century City
calendar. Take time out this
Women’s Day and enjoy a 3-course
lunch, complimentary wine and gift
bag loaded with spoils whilst being
entertained by the SAFTA winning,
internationally acclaimed stand-up
comedian and radio personality,
Angel Campey. Tickets are R395 pp.

CENTURY CITY PARKRUN
Every Saturday at 8 am
Join us for a free, timed 5km run/walk on
Central Park. Rain or shine, we parkrun!
For more information on Century City
Events, go to www.centurycity.co.za or
contact Tatum on telephone 021 552
6889 or at tatum@centurycity.co.za

CENTURY CITY PAINT NIGHT
WITH ANTOINETTE'S ART
14 & 15 August at 6.30 pm
WE PROVIDE EVERYTHING YOU
NEED! Canvas, paints and brushes.
You just bring your fun loving
friends, enjoy some eats and drinks
and we’ll make sure your inner
Picasso is unleashed!
Guests have a choice of two event
dates but space is limited so book
now to avoid disappointment!

CENTURY CITY PROPERTY
OWNERS’ ASSOCIATION
ANNUAL GOLF DAY
09 October 2019 at 11 am
The annual Century City Golf Day
provides an opportunity for Century
City corporates and other
businesses to meet and network
with like-minded business people,
offering a platform to expand their
network and gain exposure for their
own brands.

2019 SERVICE IMPROVEMENT SURVEY
The Century City Property Owners’ Association (CCPOA) is conducting its
Service Improvement Survey. This is an opportunity for all Century City
stakeholders - our property owners, the developer, residents, tenants, those
who work here and also our visitors - to assess the level of service that they
receive from the CCPOA and suggest areas of improvement.
Please complete our survey at http://centurycity.co.za/survey
THE DANCE DEMO WAS A GREAT SUCCESS!
It is with so much pride and delight that I can report how much the ladies in
the Oasis Dance Troupe enjoyed showing off their skills and talents.
We had a full house of residents and their friends, and from the feedback, they
were extremely impressed, and with good reason. This activity has provided an
opportunity for these women to push way past their expectations of what they
thought they could achieve. When I think back to a year ago when we started,
after every short dance sequence they had to stop and rest and take a few
moments to recover. Now we dance an entire hour without a break. Their level
of fitness, range of mobility and sense of rhythm has improved beyond
recognition, and in addition, a wonderful friendship and support system has
formed amongst them. I am a very proud teacher! Well done, girls!
Love, Ilana

OPPOSITE PAGE & ABOVE:
The Oasis Dance Troupe showing
off their skills and talents.

JULY TIMETABLE

THE OASIS RECYCLING
PROGRAMME IS BEING
RELAUNCHED 01 AUGUST

Who will be our Guest speaker?

WATCH THE NOTICE BOARDS FOR DETAILS

